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In this paper we consider the scattering of massless planar scalar waves by a noncommutative BTZ black 
hole. We compute the differential cross section via the partial wave approach, and we mainly show that 
the scattering of planar waves leads to a modiﬁed Aharonov–Bohm effect due to spacetime noncommu-
tativity.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.1. Introduction
Noncommutative theories have been discussed in the literature 
by many authors [1–4]. The inherent nonlocality of these theo-
ries leads to the surprising mixture between ultraviolet (UV) and 
infrared (IR) divergences [5] which could break the perturbative 
expansion, lead to loss of unitarity [6] and violation of Lorentz 
invariance [7]. Furthermore, the study of noncommutative black 
holes has been carried out by many authors in recent years. For 
example, the noncommutative Banados–Teitelboim–Zanelli (BTZ) 
black holes were ﬁrst analyzed in [8] and in [9] the noncom-
mutative BTZ metric was found based on the three-dimensional
equivalence between gravity and the Chern–Simons theory which 
is a three-dimensional topological quantum ﬁeld theory and using 
the Seiberg–Witten map with the commutative BTZ solution [10]. 
The BTZ black hole is a solution of (2 +1)-dimensional gravity with 
negative cosmological constant and has become an important ﬁeld 
of investigation. It is now well accepted that three-dimensional 
gravity is an excellent laboratory in order to explore and test some 
of the ideas behind the AdS/CFT correspondence [11].
Noncommutative ﬁeld theories have also been an object of sev-
eral investigations in planar physics. Among several topics in pla-
nar physics, the Aharonov–Bohm (AB) effect [12] is one of the most 
extensively studied problems. This effect is essentially the scatter-
ing of charged particles by a ﬂux tube and has been experimentally 
conﬁrmed by Tonomura [13] and for review see [14]. In quantum 
ﬁeld theory the effect has been simulated, for instance, by using 
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SCOAP3.a nonrelativistic ﬁeld theory describing bosonic particles interact-
ing through a Chern–Simons ﬁeld [15]. It was also found to have 
analogues in several physical systems such as gravitation [16], ﬂuid 
dynamics [17], optics [18] and Bose–Einstein condensates [19] ap-
pearing in a vast literature.
The noncommutative AB effect has been already studied in the 
context of quantum mechanics [26,27] and in the quantum ﬁeld 
theory approach [28]. In [26] the noncommutative AB effect has 
been shown to be in contrast with the commutative situation. It 
was shown that the cross section for the scattering of scalar parti-
cles by a thin solenoid does not vanish even if the magnetic ﬁeld 
assumes certain discrete values.
Recently, it was shown in [20] that the scattering of planar 
waves by a draining bathtub vortex describes a modiﬁed AB ef-
fect which depends on two dimensionless parameters associated 
with the circulation and draining rates [21]. The effect was shown 
to be inherently asymmetric even in the low-frequency limit and 
leads to novel interference patterns. In addition, we consider the 
acoustic black hole metrics obtained from a relativistic ﬂuid in a 
noncommutative spacetime [29] via the Seiberg–Witten map and 
also obtained from the Lorentz-violating Abelian Higgs model [30]. 
More recently in [25], we have extended the analysis made in [20]
to a Lorentz-violating and noncommutative background [22] which 
allows to have persistence of phase shifts even if circulation and 
draining vanish.
In general relativity, the absorption and scattering cross sections 
of planar waves in the vicinity of black holes have been extensively 
studied in the literature by many authors and are of great rele-
vance to experimental investigation [23]. With the discovery of a 
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with mass [24] was given.
In our study we apply the noncommutative BTZ metric to deter-
mine the differential cross section due to the scattering of planar 
waves that leads to a modiﬁed AB effect in a noncommutative 
spacetime. We anticipate that we have obtained a cross section 
similar to that obtained in [25] for analogous Aharonov–Bohm ef-
fect due to an idealized draining bathtub vortex and in [26] for 
noncommutative AB effect in quantum mechanics. The result im-
plies that due to the spacetime noncommutativity pattern fringes 
can still persist even in the limit where the parameters associ-
ated with the circulation go to zero (non-rotating black holes). In 
this limit, the noncommutative background forms a conical defect, 
which is also responsible for the appearance of the analogous AB 
effect [25].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we brieﬂy intro-
duce the noncommutative BTZ black hole background. In Section 3
we shall compute the differential cross section due to the scat-
tering of planar waves that leads to a modiﬁed AB effect in the 
noncommutative spacetime. Finally, in Section 4 we present our 
ﬁnal considerations.
2. Noncommutative BTZ black holes
The metric of noncommutative BTZ black hole is given by [9]
ds2 = −F 2dt2 + N−2dr2 + 2r2Nφdtdφ +
(
r2 − θ B
2
)
dφ2
+O(θ2), (1)
where
F 2 = r
2 − r2+ − r2−
l2
− θ B
2
, (2)
N2 = 1
r2l2
[
(r2 − r2+)(r2 − r2−) −
θ B
2
(2r2 − r2+ − r2−)
]
, (3)
Nφ = −r+r−
lr2
, (4)
here B is the magnitude of the magnetic ﬁeld, θ is the noncom-
mutative parameter, r+ and r− are the outer and inner horizons of 
the commutative BTZ black hole given by
r2± =
l2M
2
⎡
⎣1±
√
1−
(
J
Ml
)2⎤⎦ . (5)
The apparent horizons, for the noncommutative black hole, de-
noted by rˆ± , can be determined by N2 = 0
rˆ± = r± + θ B
2
+O(θ2), (6)
note that the event horizons in the noncommutative case are 
shifted through constant θ B/2. In the limit θ → 0, these reduce 
to the event horizons of the commutative case.
The metric of noncommutative BTZ black hole can be rewritten 
as
ds2 = − f dt2 +Q−1dr2 − J
r
rdtdφ +
(
1− θ B
2r2
)
r2dφ2, (7)
where
f = −M + r
2
l2
− θ B
2
, (8)
Q= −M + r
2
2
+ J
2
2
− θ B
(
2
2
− M
2
)
. (9)l 4r 2 l rThe metric can be now written in the form
gμν =
⎡
⎣ − f 0 −
J
2r
0 Q−1 0
− J2r 0
(
1− θ B
2r2
)
⎤
⎦ , (10)
with inverse gμν
gμν = 1−g
⎡
⎣−
(
1− θ B
2r2
)Q−1 0 − J2rQ
0 −gQ 0
− J2rQ 0 fQ
⎤
⎦ , (11)
where −g = [ θ B2 (− 1 − 1l2 + Mr2 )+ J24r2 + r2l2 − M]Q−1 = [ θ B2 ( 1l2 −
1
)+Q]Q−1.
In order to study the Aharonov–Bohm effect, we shall now 
consider the Klein–Gordon equation in the noncommutative BTZ 
metric given by the background (7):
1√−g ∂μ(
√−ggμν∂ν)ψ = 0. (12)
As usual, one can make a separation of variables into Eq. (12) as 
in the following:
ψ(t, r, φ) = R(r)ei(ωt−mφ). (13)
Let us now concentrate on the radial function R(r) that satisﬁes 
the following linear second-order differential equation:[(
1− θ B
2r2
)
ω2 − Jmω
r2
− m
2 f
r2
]
R(r)
(−g)Q
+ 1
r
√−g
d
dr
[
r
√−gQ d
dr
]
R(r) = 0. (14)
Eq. (14) can be rewritten as[(
1− θ B
2r2
)
ω2 − Jmω
r2
− m
2 f
r2
]
R(r)
+ F(r)
r
d
dr
[
rF(r) d
dr
]
R(r) = 0, (15)
where F(r) = √−gQ(r). Now introducing the coordinate 
through the use of the following equation [33]:
d
d
=F(r) d
dr
, (16)
and considering a new radial function, G() = r1/2R(r), we get to 
a new radial equation obtained from (15) that reads
d2G()
d
+
{[(
1− θ B
4r2
)
ω − Jm
2r2
(
1+ θ B
4r2
)]2
− V (r)
}
G()
= 0, (17)
where V (r) is the potential given by
V (r) = F(r)
4r2
[
4m2 f (r)
F(r) − 1+
J2m2
r2F(r)
(
1+ θ B
4r2
)
+ 2r dF(r)
dr
]
,
(18)
a form that resembles that given in Refs. [20,25]. Notice that this 
potential does not satisfy the asymptotic behavior V (r) → 0 as 
r → ∞.
Now we rewrite Eq. (17) in terms of the new function X(r) =
F(r)1/2G(), that is
186 M.A. Anacleto et al. / Physics Letters B 743 (2015) 184–188d2X(r)
dr2
+
[
− 1
2F(r)
d2F(r)
dr2
+ 1
4F2(r)
(
dF(r)
dr
)2]
X(r)
+
{[(
1− θ B
4r2
)
ω − Jm
2r2
(
1+ θ B
4r2
)]2
− V (r)
}
X(r)
F2(r)
= 0, (19)
where
dF(r)
dr
= 1F
[
Q+ θ B
4
(
1
l2
− 1
)][
2r
l2
− ( J
2 + 2θ B)
2r3
]
, (20)
and
d2F(r)
dr2
= 1F
{[
Q+ θ B
4
(
1
l2
− 1
)][
2
l2
+ 3( J
2 + 2θ B)
4r4
]
+
[
2r
l2
− ( J
2 + 2θ B)
2r3
]2}
− 1F3
[
Q+ θ B
4
(
1
l2
− 1
)]2 [2r
l2
− ( J
2 + 2θ B)
2r3
]2
. (21)
Eq. (19) can still be written in terms of a power series in 1/r as 
follows
d2X(r)
dr2
+
[
− 1
r2
+ V(r) + U (r)
]
X(r) = 0, (22)
where
V(r) = 1
4ω2r4
[
−72ω2	 + b2
(
1− 24	 − 4m2 − 48M
)
+ 4b4
]
+ 1
8ω4r6
[
b2
(
− 8Mb2m˜2 + 200	Mω2 − 17	ω2
)
+ b4
(
2M + 56M2 + 56	M + 	 + 16	ω2
)
+ b6(16M + 8	)
]
(23)
U (r) = 1
32ω6r8
[
a2b2(38	b2 + 76Mb2 + 2b2 + 114	ω2)
− ab4m(64b2M + 32	b2 + 96	ω2)
+ b4Mω2(96	m2 − 320	M + 584	)
+ b6M(64m2M + 96	m2 − 16M − 16	 − 64	ω2)
]
(24)
where m˜2 = m2(1 + 3ω2	
Mb2
) + amM − 3a
2
8Mb2
, 	 = θ B/2, a = ω J and 
b = lω. Notice that the total potential V (r) ≡ −1/r2 + V(r) + U (r)
in Eq. (22) satisﬁes the expected asymptotic behavior V (r) → 0 as 
r → ∞. Thus, we are now able to apply the usual techniques to 
look for Aharonov–Bohm effect.
3. Gravitational Aharonov–Bohm effect
To address the issues concerning the gravitational Aharonov–
Bohm effect, we shall now consider the scattering of a monochro-
matic planar wave of frequency ω written in the form [34]
ψ(t, r, φ) = e−iωt
∞∑
m=−∞
Rm(r)e
imφ/
√
r, (25)
such a way that far from the vortex, the function ψ can be given 
in terms of the sum of a plane wave and a scattered wave:
ψ(t, r, φ) ∼ e−iωt(eiωx + fω(φ)eiωr/
√
r ), (26)where eiωx =∑∞m=−∞ im Jm(ωr)eimφ and Jm(ωr) is a Bessel func-
tion of the ﬁrst kind. The scattering amplitude fω(φ) has the fol-
lowing partial wave representation:
fω(φ) =
√
1
2iπω
∞∑
m=−∞
(e2iδm − 1)eimφ. (27)
Now to compute the phase shift δm , we apply the following ap-
proximation formula:
δm ≈ π(m − m˜) + π
∞∫
0
r[ Jm˜(ωr)]2U (r)dr, (28)
and using |m| 	 √a2 + b2, we obtain [20,25]
δm ∼= π
⎡
⎣1−
√
1+ 3ω
2	
Mb2
⎤
⎦m m|m| − aπ2M√1+ 3ω2	
Mb2
m
|m|
+ O (m−1,a2,b2). (29)
Therefore, we can compute the differential scattering cross section 
restricted to small angles φ and to lower orders in 	 that is given 
by
dσ
dφ
= | fω(φ)|2 ∼= π
2a2
2πωM2
(
1− 3ω
2	
b2M
+ 9ω
4	2
b4M2
+ O (	3)
)
×
[(
4
φ2
− 2
3
+ φ
2
60
+ O (φ3)
)
+
(
−8π
φ3
+ πφ
30
+ O (φ3)
)(
−3ω
2	
2b2M
+ 9ω
4	2
8b4M2
+ O (	3)
)
+
(
9ω4	2
4b4M2
+ O (	3)
)
×
(
16π2
φ4
− 4π
2
3φ2
− 4π
2
45
− π
2φ2
3780
+ O (φ3)
)]
+ 1
2πω
(
9ω4	2
4b4M2
+ O (	3)
)
×
(
16π2
φ4
+ 8π
2
3φ2
+ 11π
2
45
+ 31π
2φ2
1890
+ O (φ3)
)
. (30)
Note that if 	 = 0 in (29), we simply have
δm ∼= − aπ
2M
m
|m| . (31)
This phase shift leads to a gravitational AB effect and the differen-
tial scattering cross section (30) at small angles φ is given by
dσ
dφ
= | fω(φ)|2 ∼= π
2a2
2πωM2
[
4
φ2
− 2
3
+ φ
2
60
+ O (φ3)
]
, (32)
whose leading term of the differential cross section reads
dσ
dφ
= π
2a˜2
2πω
4
φ2
, (33)
where a˜ = a/M . This is the differential scattering cross section for 
the gravitational AB effect.
On the other hand, for a = 0 and restricting ourselves to lower 
orders in 	, the differential scattering cross section (30) now
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dσ
dφ
= | fω(φ)|2
∼= 1
2πω
[
9ω4	2
4b4M2
+ O (	3)
]
×
(
16π2
φ4
+ 8π
2
3φ2
+ 11π
2
45
+ 31π
2φ2
1890
+ O (φ3)
)
. (34)
Since we are taking φ → 0, the differential cross section is domi-
nated by
dσ
dφ
= 9	
2
2πωl4M2
4π2
φ4
. (35)
Note that the noncommutative gravitational AB scattering result 
through the use of partial waves approach is successfully obtained 
and contrarily to the usual Aharonov–Bohm effect, in the noncom-
mutative case the differential scattering cross section is different 
from zero even if a = 0. Moreover, for 	 = 0 and a 
= 0 in (30)
the scattering cross section is symmetric under φ → −φ, while for 
	 
= 0 and a 
= 0 the low-frequency scattering cross section be-
comes asymmetric, with
σ⊥ =
π∫
−π
dσ
dφ
sinφdφ = 3π
3a2ω	
b2M3
+ O (	2)
= 3π
3a2	
ωl2M3
+ O (	2). (36)
This result is due to contribution 1/φ3 in the differential cross sec-
tion.
4. Conclusions
In summary, in this paper we have considered the gravitational 
Aharonov–Bohm effect in the background of the noncommutative 
BTZ black hole. To address the issues concerning the noncom-
mutative gravitational Aharonov–Bohm effect, we considered the 
scattering of a monochromatic planar wave. Our results are quali-
tatively in agreement with that obtained in [26] for the AB effect 
in the context of noncommutative quantum mechanics and in [25]
for analogous Aharonov–Bohm effect due to an idealized drain-
ing bathtub vortex. The noncommutative correction vanishes in the 
limit 	 → 0 so that no singularities are generated. The leading cor-
rection (∼ 	2) due to effect of spacetime noncommutativity may 
be relevant at a scale where the spacetime noncommutativity takes 
place as expected in high energy physics. Our result shows that 
pattern fringes can appear even if a, which depends on the an-
gular momentum, is equal to zero, unlike the commutative case. 
One can make some estimative of the aforementioned effect by 
estimating θ following similar calculations already known in the 
literature [31,32].
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